Adaptive optical system architecture for small remote sensing satellite is proposed. Spatial Light Modulator is used for wavefront aberration compensator and phase diversity generator. Onboard signal processing method using neural network and principal component analysis is proposed to reduce computation load. The performance of proposed system is evaluated by computer simulation. High estimation accuracy for aberration parameters is shown by simulation study.
Introduction
For space sensors, deformation of optical surface and misalignment of optical elements arise from launch environment or thermal input in orbit. These problems should be avoided to realize high accuracy of optical systems. Traditional sensors resolve these problems with rigid and heavy structures. As a result, sensor and satellite become heavy. For small satellite remote sensing, wavefront error should be measured in orbit and it should be compensated with an adaptive optical system (AOS). For ground telescopes, AOS compensates the wavefront error caused by atmospheric turbulence, on the other hand, space AOS compensate wavefront error caused by optical surface deformation or optical misalignment which varies more slowly. Therefore, space AOS can be used in different architecture from ground AOS. Especially, space AOS should be small, light weight, low power consumption, simple system. So far, a lot of methods for wavefront estimation are proposed which use observed image as a kind of blind deconvolution algorithm. For remote sensing application, observed objects are usually unknown. Therefore, phase diversity based method can be used 1) . Conventional phase diversity method uses known amount of defocus as phase diversity 2) . In this method, only two diversity images can be observed because of hardware constraint. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate particular aberration mode. Moreover, in computing a cost function, each calculation requires at least 4 two-dimensional Fourier transforms. This computation takes a considerable amount of time.
The aim of my research is to propose new adaptive optical system architecture using observed images and liquid crystal spatial light modulator (SLM).
Theory

Formulation of Optical Systems
Performance of optical systems can be formulated based on scholar diffraction theory. The effects of optical aberrations are included in the point spread function (PSF). Arbitrary optical aberrations are considered as wavefront aberrations 3) . An observed image can be expressed by Eq.
(1) to Eq. (3).
where the * indicates two-dimensional convolution. A wavefront aberration can be expressed by Zernike polynomials as Eq. (4). Zernike polynomials are orthogonal functions defined in unit circle. Arbitrary wavefront aberration can be represented as linear combination of Zernike polynomials 4) .
Several Zernike polynomials correspond to Seidel aberrations as shown in Table 1 . Each of these polynomials is written in polar coordinates (ρ, θ). 
Formulation of Inverse Problem Using Phase Diversity
The inverse problem described in previous section can be regularized using Phase Diversity method 3) . Phase Diversity is defined as a known phase aberration which intentionally added to optical system as a priori information. Using kth phase diversity, kth observed image can be expressed as Eq. (6) to Eq. (8).
Observed images can be expressed as a function of aberration parameters, observed object, and phase diversity as expressed by Eq. (9). The problem to estimate aberration parameters from observed images based on Eq.
(9) can be considered as regularized inverse problem.
Observed image using phase diversity is named Diversity Image.
Aberration parameters can be estimated using diversity images by optimizing a cost function based on least square approach 2) . However, calculation of cost function needs image simulator to compare actual diversity images and simulated diversity images on least square method. Image simulator needs high computation load. To implement image simulator to onboard computer, the computation load is the problem.
In this paper, the author proposes to estimate aberration parameters using "aberration image." 2),5) An aberration image is defined as Eq. (10) in Fourier space. This image is calculated using diversity images. They depend on aberration parameters, but they are independent of observed object, therefore, they are related with aberration parameters. where I and S are Fourier transform of i and s, respectively, and the * indicates complex conjugate. A kind of learning mechanism make it possible to estimate aberration parameters on orbit using aberration images which are calculated from observed diversity images.
The problems to be resolved are as follows, 1) A training system to estimate aberration parameters from aberration images 2) Implementation of phase diversity using simple hardware
Neural Network Approach to Solve Phase Diversity Inverse Problem
The signal processing flow using diversity images and neural network is depicted in Fig. 1 . Multiple phase diversities θ 1 , θ 2 , …, θ 3 are applied to the optical sytem, then diversity images are measured by the detector. For each diversity image, its two-dimensional Fourier transform is calculated by signal processor, then M k is calculated for generalization of observed image. The information which represent aberration mode is extracted from M k using principal component analysis (PCA). The neural network estimates aberration parameters based on the extracted data. The estimated aberration parameters are used for wavefront compensation by SLM. In this flow, iterative calculation of cost function is not included. Aberration parameters can be estimated directly using aberration images and neural network. 
Neural Network Architecture
Generalized Regression Neural Network (GRNN) can be used as a neural network architecture 2) . The GRNN architecture is shown in Fig. 2 . Neurons of GRNN has radial basis function expressed as Eq. (11). Each neuron has weight vector and standard deviation of the Gaussian function as design parameters. 
Principal Component Analysis for Data Extraction
Researchers before used neural network to estimate aberration parameters from observed images. The input of the neural network is one of the important problems. Conventional methods use all pixels or some pixels whose variation over aberration parameters is large value. However, in these methods, there are some problems about computation load or sufficient information extraction. To resolve these problems, principal component (PC) can be used as inputs of neural network. Principal component represents independent aberration mode, then information can be extracted with small data size. This method realizes low computation load and sufficient information extraction.
Aberration images depend on aberration parameters. Fig.  3 shows the variance of aberration images when single aberration parameter is changed. These color maps are unique pattern for each aberration parameter.
When more than one aberration parameters has meaning value, the information of aberration parameters are extracted from aberration images. Results of PCA are shown in Fig. 4 . 
Implementation of Phase Diversity using Spatial Light Modulator
Spatial Light Modulator (SLM) can be used to implement phase diversity. Conventional phase diversity is implemented by defocus 6) . Defocus implementation needs two detector and beamsplitter for acquiring diversity images at the same time. Conventional adaptive optics is used to compensate wavefront aberration based on atmosphere disturbance. In this paper, phase diversity wavefront is formed using SLM instead of fixed defocus. For ground AOS, atmospheric turbulence varies so fast that observed target for each diversity image has to be identical. On the other hand, for space AOS, optical deformation varies more slowly, so sequential diversity images with SLM can be used. This means phase diversity can be established in orbit instead of fixed before launch, and the number of diversity images is not fixed to two. An adaptive optical system has simple architecture using SLM. Major characteristics of SLM are as follows:
-No moving part -Small dimension -Low power consumption -Low response speed Adaptive optical system using SLM is shown in Fig. 5 . 
Deformation of telescope
Simulation
In this section, the author describes end-to-end performance of proposed adaptive optical system. Remote sensing satellite PRISM (Fig. 6.) has an extensible telescope which is extended on orbit 7) . The lens module attached at the end ob the extensible boom can be misaligned in defocus direction and attachment angle. In this paper, the author proposes to extract information from aberration images using PCA. Extracted data using PCA include various aberration parameters effect in aberration images as shown in Fig. 8 . On the other hand, if PCA is not used, extracted point to cover various aberration parameters increase as shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 . accuracy of the estimated aberration parameters, a 4 , a 5 , a 8 Fig. 11 . shows the end-to-end performance using proposed adaptive optical system with PCA (Case 3). Optical system with aberration is compensated using adaptive optical system. Observed image by compensated optical system is almost consistent with diffraction limited image. Fig. 12. shows the pixel value profile in x direction cross section, and the error between compensated value and diffraction limited value. 
Discussion
In this paper, GRNN estimate aberration parameters from aberration images. PCA estimated aberration parameters have high accuracy compared with non-PCA estimation without data size increase.
The performance of the proposed adaptive optics is evaluated by numerical simulation study. There were several assumptions in that simulation study, such as monochromatic light and isoplanatic system. Differences from these assumption cause estimation error. Demonstration experiment should be done to confirm the effect of these assumptions.
In this paper, the author proposed to use SLM as phase diversity generator. Diversity images are used to calculate aberration images, and aberration images are connected with aberration parameters using GRNN. This means that GRNN's estimation performance depends on phase diversity. This problem can be considered as active learning problem. SLM can create arbitrary phase diversity distribution. The effect of phase diversity design should be studied in following research.
Conclusion
The author proposed adaptive optical system architecture for small remote sensing satellite. In this system, Spatial Light Modulator is used as wavefront aberration compensator and phase diversity generator. This architecture realizes simple adaptive optical system.
The author also proposed signal processing method using neural network and PCA. PCA is used as information extraction to create the input vector for neural network, and realize low computer load.
The performance of proposed system is evaluated by computational simulation. High estimation accuracy for aberration parameters are shown by simulation study.
